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Abstract

The FEBEX (Full-scale Engineered Barriers Experiment in Crystalline Host Rock) ‘‘in situ’’ test was installed at the Grimsel Test

Site underground laboratory (Switzerland) and is a near-to-real scale simulation of the Spanish reference concept of deep geological

storage in crystalline host rock. A modelling exercise, aimed at predicting field behaviour, was divided in three parts. In Part A,

predictions for both the total water inflow to the tunnel as well as the water pressure changes induced by the boring of the tunnel

were required. In Part B, predictions for local field variables, such as temperature, relative humidity, stresses and displacements at

selected points in the bentonite barrier, and global variables, such as the total input power to the heaters were required. In Part C,

predictions for temperature, stresses, water pressures and displacements in selected points of the host rock were required. Ten

Modelling Teams from Europe, North America and Japan were involved in the analysis of the test. Differences among approaches

may be found in the constitutive models used, in the simplifications made to the balance equations and in the geometric symmetries

considered. Several aspects are addressed in the paper: the basic THM physical phenomena which dominate the test response are
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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discussed, a comparison of different modelling results with actual measurements is presented and a discussion is given to explain the

performance of the various predictions.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. The FEBEX ‘‘In situ’’ test

The Febex ‘‘in situ’’ test is currently in operation at
the Grimsel Test Site, located in the granitic rocks of the
Aare Massif in central Switzerland.

In order to perform the FEBEX ‘‘in situ’’ test, it was
decided to excavate a new drift. Prior to it, two pilot
boreholes (FEBEX 95.001 and FEBEX 95.002) were
drilled in the area. Afterwards, the FEBEX drift was
excavated between these pilot boreholes. It was parallel
to FEBEX 95.002 borehole. Fig. 1 shows a perspective
of the FEBEX drift and associated boreholes.

Borehole FEBEX 95.002, with a diameter of 86mm
and a length of 132.36m, was equipped with packers to
isolate sections in which pore water pressures could be
monitored.

During the period 25.09.95 to 30.10.95, the FEBEX
drift was excavated using a TBM. The FEBEX drift has
a diameter of 2.2870.01m and a total length of 71.4m.

Discrete flow measurements of water flow towards the
excavated FEBEX tunnel were conducted in November
1995. Bulk inflow measurements were also performed in
January 1996 using a flow gauge.

During the period 12.02.96 to 04.04.96, 19 in-drift
boreholes (Ø 66 and Ø 146mm) with a total length of
233m were drilled from the test area of the FEBEX drift
(tunnel meters 50–71m). Initially, the borehole layout
was planned to be strictly radial. However, the bore-
holes were re-oriented in order to intersect the most
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Fig. 1. Layout of FEBEX test an
relevant geological features (Fig. 1). These boreholes
were initially used to conduct hydraulic tests and later to
monitor several variables during the test (water pressure,
temperature, stresses and displacements).

Extensive geological and hydraulic characterizations
have been performed. Relevant documents are [1–4].

Shear zones are of considerable thickness in the area
(5–20m). At the intersection with tunnels, they display
major outflows indicating their relevance as preferential
flow paths. Lamprophyre dykes have also considerable
dimensions (thickness in the order of several meters),
although their relevance as preferential flow paths is not
as important as shear zones. A common preferential
flow path is the contact surface between the lampro-
phyre and the host rock. Fig. 2 provides a geological
cross-section of the Grimsel area and shows the position
of the FEBEX drift, bounded by two main shear zones.

The shear zones of high transmissivity constrain
regional groundwater flow and therefore, they constitute
natural hydro-geological boundaries of the FEBEX test
area.

Hydraulic and Mechanical properties of granite and
the Aare massif granite, in particular, have been
reported by several authors [1,5–7]. Table 1 provides a
set of significant parameters of intact Aare granite
essentially based on core testing.

In a backanalysis of a ventilation experiment, the
following expressions for the water retention curve and
the relative permeability of the Grimsel granite were
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Fig. 2. Geological cross-section of the Grimsel area, simplified from [3].

Table 1

Parameters of intact granite at the Grimsel Test Site [1,5]

Parameter Central Aare granite Units

Density 2660723.8 kg/m3

Porosity 0.4–1.0 vol%

Uniaxial comp. strength 169.1737.1 MPa

Young’s modulus E50 53.3711.0 GPa

Poisson’s ratio 0.3770.12 —

0.3370.03

Tensile strength 9.0671.48 MPa

Triaxial comp. strength (s3;s1) 5.0; 263.0729.9 MPa

10.0; 333.0720.6

20.0; 410.0763.8

Friction anglea 33 1

p-wave vel. (specimen) 31117278 m/s

p-wave vel. (whole rock) 56007100 m/s

Therm. conductivity (wet)b 3.3470.35 W/mK

Therm. conductivity (dry)b 2.5870.19 W/mK

Permeability 5� 10�12 (10MPa) m/s

3.5–4.5� 10�12 (5–15MPa)

5� 10�12 (5–30MPa)

Coef. linear thermal expansion (5–12)� 10�6 K�1

Coef. vol. thermal expansion (20–30)� 10�6 K�1

Specific heat 800–1250 J/kgK

afractures;
bthe indicated values for dry and wet granite have been swapped if

compared with the original reference, accepting that the thermal

conductivity is larger for the wet material.
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obtained [8]:

s ¼ 1:74ðS�1:68
r � 1Þ0:405, (1)

kr ¼ S0:5
r ½1� ð1� S1:68

r Þ
0:595

�2, (2)

where s is the suction (in MPa), Sr is the degree of
saturation and kr is the relative permeability.

The vertical lithostatic stress at the level of the GTS
test galleries is around 9–12MPa. However, the
horizontal stresses are substantially higher than the
depth-related overburden pressure. Significant horizon-
tal forces have been measured in the main compression
direction NW–SE. Maximum and minimum hori-
zontal stresses have been reported in the range
18/45MPa and 15/32MPa. More details may be found
in [6] and [7].

The ‘‘in situ’’ test consists of a near to full-scale
simulation of a high level waste disposal facility,
following the scheme shown in Fig. 3. Two electrical
heaters, of dimensions and weight equivalent to those of
a nuclear waste canister were placed in a 17.4m long test
section of the drift just described. The entire space
surrounding the heaters was filled with blocks of
compacted bentonite in order to complete the 17.4m
length of barrier for the test section. This test zone was
isolated with a concrete plug.

Sensors (632) were installed to monitor the different
thermo-hydro-mechanical processes that occur in both
the clay barrier and the surrounding rock throughout
the life of the test. A heating stage of more than 3 years
was planned, followed by dismantling of the test. The
present paper reports on the measurements recorded
during the first 1000 days of operation.

Compacted bentonite blocks were manufactured by
compacting statically in appropriate moulds a crushed
bentonitic rock under vertical stresses of 40–45MPa.
The average values of water content and dry density of
all the manufactured blocks were 14.4% (by weight) and
1.69 g/cm3, respectively.

Fig. 4 shows a view of the test during the process of
installation. Heaters were located inside a perforated
steel liner as shown in the figure. A typical cross-section
of the test showing the relevant dimensions is shown in
Fig. 5.

Sensors located inside the barrier were arranged in the
cross-sections shown in Fig. 6. Cables were carried
radially to outer grooves in the bentonite and taken
eventually, through the concrete plug, to the service area
of the tunnel.
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Fig. 3. General scheme of the FEBEX ‘‘in situ’’ test.

Fig. 4. A view of FEBEX test construction.
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A total volume of gaps of 5.53% of the emplacement
volume was measured. Therefore, the average dry
density of the barrier was established as 1.60 g/cm3.
Typically, the dry density varied by 70.25 g/cm3 among
the different slices of assembled blocks.

Heating started on February 27, 1997 a date identified
as ‘‘day 0’’ on the time scale. The sequence of initiation
was as follows:
�
 During an initial period of 20 days a constant power
of 1200W per heater was applied.
�
 Over the next 33 days the power was increased to
2000W per heater and it was maintained constant to
approximate the temperature of 100 1C desired at the
surface of the steel liner.
�
 Finally, on 21st April 1997 (day 53) the system was
switched to the constant temperature control mode.
The necessary electric power was adjusted to maintain
100 1C at the hottest control point located at the
canister–bentonite contact.

1.1. The FEBEX bentonite

The properties of FEBEX bentonite have been
extensively investigated over the past 8 years. Several
recent publications describe the thermo-hydro-mechan-
ical properties of the compacted material [9–17].
Extensive information is also available for the bentonite
‘‘S-2’’, a material of essentially the same origin (a quarry
in Serrata de Nı́jar, Almerı́a, Spain) as the FEBEX one.
A summary of relevant properties, taken from some of
the mentioned references, is given here.

The conditioning of the bentonite in the quarry, and
later in the manufacturing factory, was strictly mechan-
ical (homogenization, rock fragment removal, drying,
crumbling of clods, and sieving) and aimed at obtaining
a granulated material with the specified characteristics
of grain-size distribution and water content: Fraction of
particles of more than 5mm less than 5%, and fraction
of particles smaller than 74mm greater than 85%; water
content, after conditioning, between 12.5% and 15.5%
in weight. Table 2 provides a set of identification
parameters as determined by two laboratories: CIE-
MAT and UPC.

Swelling pressure tests were performed using conven-
tional oedometers on samples saturated with distilled
water. A regression curve was developed for the swelling
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Fig. 5. Typical cross-section of the clay barrier.

Fig. 6. Arrangement of instrumented sections.

Table 2

Identification properties of FEBEX bentonite

Property CIEMAT UPC-DIT

Water content in equilibrium with

the air in the laboratory, in %

13.771.3 13.371.3

Liquid limit, in % 10274 9371

Plastic limit, in % 5373 4772

Plasticity index 4974 4672

Specific weight 2.7070.04 —

Grain-size distribution, in %

Fraction less than 74 mm, in % 9271 87

Fraction less than 2 mm, in % 6872 45

Specific surface, in m2/g

Total 725747 —

External, BET 3273 —
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pressure of the FEBEX bentonite, as shown on Fig. 7
(solid line), and it is expressed by the equation

Ps ¼ expð6:77rd � 9:07Þ, (3)

where Ps is the swelling pressure in MPa and rd is the
dry density in g/cm3.

A series of swelling under load tests, performed
in oedometer tests, provided additional information
on the expansivity and mechanical behaviour of the
material. The following equation provides a relation-
ship between 1D swelling strain upon saturation, �,
applied vertical confining stress, s (MPa) and dry
density rd (g/cm3):

� ¼ �46:9� 19:4 log sþ 36:6rd. (4)
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Many determinations of saturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity are available. Some of them are collected in Fig. 8.

Infiltration tests were also performed to determine the
relative permeability. It was found that the relationship

kr ¼ Sn
r , (5)

where ‘‘n’’ is a parameter determined to fit experimental
data and Sr is the degree of saturation. A reference value
for n is 3 although a significant variability was found.

Water retention curves were determined under free
and constant volume conditions. The latter are more
precise. Curves relating suction and degree of saturation
for wetting-drying paths at different constant dry
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densities are shown in Fig. 9. It was found that the
concept of a constant intrinsic permeability does not
hold, even approximately, for an expansive material
such as the FEBEX bentonite. Fig. 10 shows values of
‘‘intrinsic’’ permeability determined in gas and water
flow experiments. Extremely large differences were
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Thermal properties are also available. Specific
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between 45 and 150 1C:

cs ¼ 1:38 
 T þ 732:5, (6)

where cs is the specific heat, in J/kg1C, and T is the
temperature, in 1C. Measured thermal conductivities are
given in Fig. 11, as a function of degree of saturation.

Measured thermal expansions for heating and cooling
paths are given in Fig. 12.

More sophisticated suction controlled tests which
explore the behaviour of the bentonite under specific
stress and suction paths are described in the references
given above. Tests on small scale cells involving
simultaneous hydration and heating were also per-
formed. They are boundary value problems and their
analysis may provide a refined evaluation of constitutive
parameters. Some of the research groups participating in
the FEBEX benchmark test have used this information
to their advantage. Their analyses are published else-
where.
2. The benchmark

The benchmark was divided into three parts, de-
scribed as follows in general terms:

Part A: Hydro-mechanical modelling of the rock.
Based on the available geological, hydraulic and

mechanical characterizations of the site as well as on
results of hydraulic tests performed in boreholes, a
hydro-mechanical model for the zone around the
FEBEX tunnel was to be prepared. Using this model,
changes in water pressure induced by the boring of the
FEBEX tunnel in the near vicinity, as well as the total
water flow rate to the excavated tunnel were required.

Part B: Thermo-hydro-mechanical analysis of the
bentonite behaviour.

Based on the characterization of the bentonite and on
the details of the process of test installation, a thermo-
hydro-mechanical model for the bentonite barrier and
the heaters was to be prepared. Using this model, the
thermo-hydro-mechanical response of the bentonite
barrier as a result of the heat released by the heaters
and the hydration from the host rock was required.
Local field variables such as temperature, relative
humidity, stresses and displacements, as well as global
variables such as total input power to the heaters were
required.

Part C: Thermo-hydro-mechanical analysis of the
rock.

Based on the characterization of the rock massif and
on the details of the process of test installation and
performance, the rock response in the immediate
vicinity of the buffer was required. The rock is now
subjected to the heat released by heaters and to swelling
pressures resulting from bentonite hydration. The initial
hydrological regime (Part A) is also modified by the
presence of the impervious barrier. Temperature,
stresses, water pressures and displacements in selected
points of the rock were required.

A maximum number of 10 Modelling Teams
have participated in the different benchmark activities
related to the FEBEX test. Their names, codes and
symbols used in the presentation of results are given in
Table 3.

Details on the modelling approaches used by the
different participants in the Benchmark are described in
companion papers in this issue. The performance of the
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Table 3

Codes, symbols and colours assigned to participants and co-ordinator

Funding Organisation Modelling Team/Coordinator Code Symbol Color

National Radioactive Waste Management Agency

(ANDRA)

� Laboratory ‘‘Sols, Solides, Structures’’ Grenoble.

École Polytechnique ANG Red

National Radioactive Waste Management Agency

(ANDRA)

� Laboratoire Environnement, Géomécanique et

Ouvrages. Ecole des Mines de Nancy ANN Red

Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural

Resources (BGR)

� Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural

Resources BGR Green

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) � Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

� McGill University CNS Green

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) � Sandia National Laboratories
DOE Blue

Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear

Safety (IRSN)

� Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear

Safety

� Ecole des Mines de Paris IPS Blue

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) � Hazama Corporation

� Kyoto University

� Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute JNC Brown

Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co

(SKB)

� Clay Technology AB

� FEM-Tech AB SKB Black

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) � Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
SKI Black

Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland

(STUK)

� Helsinki University of Technology
STU Orange

Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radiactivos SA

(ENRESA)

� Technical University of Catalonia (Coordinator)
UPC Orange
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test and a comparison of calculated and most significant
measured variables are described in the next three
sections. The Benchmark was conceived as a blind
prediction exercise although additional calculations and
analyses were made once the field data was released. The
graphs presented include the final calculations submitted
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by different teams. Reference is made, when appro-
priate, to a true ‘‘blind’’ prediction.

Part A: Hydro-mechanical modelling of the rock
3. Introduction

Some of the observations made during the excavation
of the tunnel and immediately afterwards provided an
interesting large scale experiment of a hydro-mechanical
nature. Two types of measurements have been selected
to develop the modelling exercise: the actual water
inflow rates into the FEBEX tunnel and the water
pressure response in the vicinity of the tunnel outer
perimeter as a consequence of the tunnel excavation by
the TBM.

Flow measurements into the open tunnel provided an
integrated variable, controlled by the problem geometry,
rock mass fracture pattern, fracture anisotropy, rock
permeability and boundary conditions. The hydro-
geological characterization carried out [3,4] reveals that
the rock mass surrounding the FEBEX tunnel has a
rather involved distribution of cracks. This zone was
explored by a number of instrumented boreholes, in
which hydro-geological tests were carried out. The
surface of the test zone of the FEBEX tunnel was
carefully mapped. A hydro-geological model, in which
several important fractures were specifically considered,
whereas the rest were included in an equivalent
continuum, has been described in [3,4]. The flow
through fractures was found to be of the same order
of magnitude as the flow through the rock matrix
(Fig. 14).
159315

159320

159325

159330

159335

159340

667410 667415 667420 667425 6674

P3

FEBEX 95.002

TEST 

Fig. 13. Plan view of the test zone of the FEBEX drift and the borehole

coordinates (in m) are used (north is parallel to the y-axis).
The second part of the exercise asked for a prediction
of the transient changes in water pressure recorded at
two borehole intervals in the close proximity of the
advancing tunnel. Fig. 13 is a Plan view of the Febex
tunnel and the Borehole FEBEX 95.002 where observa-
tions were made in the intervals P3 and P4.

As the excavation of the FEBEX tunnel was taking
place, a consistent relation between water pressure
variations and TBM activity was observed in some
packed-off segments of borehole FEBEX 95.002. They
are shown in Fig. 15 where measured pore pressures
correspond to the acronym ‘‘UPC’’. During periods of
TBM activity water pressure increased, whereas in
periods of inactivity water pressure decreased.

The rate of the tunnel drilling and the permeability
determine both the rate of increase and decrease of pore
water and, consequently, the magnitude of the pressure
peak. Whereas in one interval (P4) a marked pore water
pressure variation was recorded, in a neighbouring
interval (P3) this variation was much smaller, a fact
attributed to the presence of a pervious fracture
connecting the measuring interval and the tunnel. Only
the behaviour in P4 and associated predictions have
been included in Fig. 15.
4. Modelling approaches for Part A

In the zone surrounding the FEBEX tunnel it is
possible to identify macroscale features at a scale
comparable to the scale of the problem, such as
lamprophyre dykes and shear zones, and microscale
features at a scale smaller than the scale of the problem,
such as secondary fractures and microfractures.
30 667435 667440 667445 667450

P4

ZONE

FEBEX 95.002, showing the intervals P3 and P4. Grimsel Test Site
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Table 5

Physical phenomena and couplings considered
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In order to model the macroscale features, two types
of approaches have been used:
Team Water

inflow

Pressure

response

Remarks
�

Ta

M

Te

AN

AN

CN

DO

IP

JN

SK

SK
equivalent 3D continuum (CNS, DOE, IPS, JNC,
SKB, SKI),
ANG M2H M2H 2D fractures are rigid

ANN M-H M-H Water flows only
�
through fractures

CNS H M2H

DOE M-H M-H Joint aperture taken

into account

IPS H M2H

JNC M2H M2H Joint aperture taken

into account

SKB H M2H

SKI M2H M2H

M ¼ mechanical deformation, H ¼ water flow.
equivalent 2D continuum (ANG, ANN).

All modelling teams approximate the microscale
features (porosity, fissures, microfractures) by means
of a 3D continuum. However, some Modelling Teams
(DOE and JNC) have established a hydraulic and
mechanical link with microscale features by taking into
account the opening of joints in their 3D equivalent
continua, while others (ANN) have not included any
hydraulic link with microscale features and they
considered their equivalent continua to be impervious.
As shown in Table 4, the macroscale features that have
been taken into account in the model vary among the
Modelling Teams.

Another aspect of the modelling work is the size of the
zone to be included into the model. Essentially, two
different mesh sizes have been used:
�
 tens of meters (ANG, CNS, DOE, JNC),

�
 hundreds of meters (ANN, IPS, SKB, SKI).
Only ANN and SKB extended their meshes to reach
hydrological natural boundaries, such as the access
tunnel to the Grimsel Test Site or the shear zones.

Some Modelling Teams (CNS, IPS and SKB) used a
simplified model (taking into account only water flow)
in order to determine the total water inflow to the tunnel
and a more complete model (taking into account water
flow and mechanical deformation) in order to determine
the water pressure response to the tunnel excavation.
The rest of Modelling Teams used the same model
(taking into account water flow and mechanical
deformation) for both calculations. Table 5 summarizes
ble 4

acroscale features taken into account by modelling teams

am Remarks

G Rock mass with anisotropic permeability and 2

discrete fractures

N Rock mass and 12 discrete fractures

S Rock mass, 2 lamprophyres and 3 fracture zones

E Rock mass, 1 shear zone, echelon fracture zone

and 2 lamprophyres

S Rock mass

C Rock mass, lamprophyre and a heterogeneous

hydraulic conductivity

B Rock mass, 3 shear zones and 2 lamprophyres

I Rock mass, near field rock, local fracture zone,

lamprophyre
the physical phenomena and the couplings between
them considered by the various Modelling Teams.
Although a unique model for both predictions was
requested, the use of a simplified model (taking into
account only water flow) for the prediction of the total
water inflow to the test zone indicates that some
Modelling Teams considered ‘‘a priori’’ that the
influence of the mechanical deformation on water flow
was negligible.
5. Comparison of field data with model calculations for

Part A

Total water inflow in the test zone (which extends
along 17.40m along tunnel axis, from coordinates
54.00–71.40) was measured by two techniques (absorb-
ing pads on selected points of the tunnel wall and a small
gauge measuring overall leaked water) at different dates
in the period January–May 1996, once the tunnel was
fully excavated.

The first technique involved discrete measurements at
selected points on the FEBEX tunnel by means of
absorbing pads. The absorbing pads were weighted
before and after their placement in order to determine
the volume of leaked water. The surface of the test zone
of the FEBEX tunnel was divided into three types of
zones: (1) the granite matrix, (2) fracture zones and (3)
well-defined water inflow points.

According to the water inflow, a rank was also
assigned to these zones: ranks 0 and 1 to the matrix,
ranks 2, 3 and 4 to the fractures and ranks 5 and 6 to the
well-identified points. Table 6 shows the water inflow
assigned to each rank, indicating in each case the
reference used to measure it. With this information, it
was possible to know the distribution of water input
flow on the wall of the FEBEX tunnel (Fig. 14, taken
from [2]).
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Table 6

Assignment of water inflows to ranks, and computation of the various components of the total water inflow (F. Ortuño, personal communication)

Rank Specific water inflow Reference used Area, length or points Total water inflow

0 3.0� 10�10m3/s/m2 Point B FEBEX tunnel 75m2 2.25� 10�8m3/s

1 7.0� 10�10m3/s/m2 L490 ventilation tunnel 18m2 1.26� 10�8m3/s

2 1.5� 10�9m3/s/m Average of ranks 1 and 3 6.21m 9.31� 10�9m3/s

3 3.0� 10�9m3/s/m Point A FEBEX tunnel 3.62m 1.09� 10�8m3/s

4 5.0� 10�9m3/s/m Points C, D FEBEX tunnel 1.54m 7.69� 10�9m3/s

5 1.0� 10�8m3/s Measured 5 points 5.00� 10�8m3/s

6 1.7� 10�8m3/s Measured 1 point 1.67� 10�8m3/s

Total 1.30� 10�7m3/s

Fig. 14. Results of inflow measurements in part of FEBEX test area arranged in rows and their relationships to geological structures [2].
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The total water inflow into the FEBEX tunnel was
estimated to be 1.30� 10�7m3/s (about 7.8ml/min). The
total water inflow is made of the contributions coming
from: (1) the matrix with an inflow of 3.51� 10�8m3/s,
(2) the fractures with an inflow of 2.79� 10�8m3/s and
(3) the well-identified points with an inflow of
6.67� 10�8m3/s. From these results, it may be con-
cluded that: (1) about the 27% of the water inflow is
through the matrix (this flow, usually not considered, is
important in this case) and (2) about the 51% of the
water inflow is through well-identified points (conven-
tional methods measure typically this flow).

The radial inflow into the tunnel was also estimated
by means of the application of analytical expressions
from well hydraulics, such as the Thiem formula:

Q ¼
2pTDh

lnðR=rÞ
, (7)

where Q is the water inflow into a well interval, T is the
transmissivity of the considered well interval, Dh is the
head drop between a point located at a distance R from
the well center and a point located at a distance r (on the
well surface). This and similar formulae were employed
with data obtained from the tests carried out in the
instrumented intervals located on the FEBEX 95.001
and FEBEX 95.002 boreholes.

It is remarkable that the different measuring and
estimation procedures mentioned produced similar inflow
rates, in the range from 4.5 to 8.5ml/min. This is shown
in Table 7, which provides the actual values for each of
the different measuring procedures. Also included in the
table are the predictions by the different Modelling
Teams. Some of the predictions are quite accurate and a
large proportion of the Modelling Teams find inflow rates
in close proximity of the measured values.

In general, all Modelling Teams predicted values that
were in the order of magnitude of the measured value of
about 7.8ml/min. Moreover, most Modelling Teams
(ANN, CNS, DOE, SKB and SKI) made good
predictions. Largest deviations below or above measure-
ments (ANG, IPS, JNC) are not specially serious in view
of the high uncertainties commonly associated with ‘‘in
situ’’ permeability properties and the overall complexity
of the problem.

It should be noted that, out of the three Modelling
Teams (ANN, IPS, SKB) that provided ‘‘blind’’
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Table 7

Flow measurements and predictions by participants at day 100

Measurements (Guimerà et al. [4]) Q (ml/min) Team Q (ml/min)

Estimation before tunnel excavation 8.0 ANG 0.13a

(borehole hydro-geological tests+steady state radial flow formulae) ANN 6.45

Discrete flow measurement during tunnel excavation 8.5 CNS 10.10

(absorbing pads on selected points of the tunnel wall) DOE 10.10

Bulk flow measurement in January 1996 4.5 IPS 34.53

(small gauge measuring the overall leaked water) JNC 0.39

Discrete flow measurment in April 1996 7.5 SKB 7.01

(absorbing pads on selected points of the tunnel wall) SKI 6.94

Bulk flow measurement in May 1996 6.7

(small gauge measuring the overall leaked water)

aPredictions by ANG refer to day 45.
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(without knowing the experimental value) predictions,
one (SKB) gave a good value. After the experimental
value was disclosed, one of these three Modelling Teams
(ANN) found a calibration mistake that, when fixed,
yielded a good prediction.

The comparison between measured and predicted
pore water pressure records for the measuring interval
P4, are presented in Fig. 15a and b. Pressure and tunnel
drilling advance are plotted as a function of time. The
position of the measuring interval (P4) along borehole
FEBEX 95.002 is indicated by a vertical segment, which
spans the appropriate tunnel metering. Predictions of
modelling teams are indicated with the corresponding
acronyms and selected format.

In order to fully appreciate the reasons for the
performance of a given model, their features should be
considered in detail. Four key factors are identified,
namely: (1) initial stress, (2) full hydro-mechanical
coupling, (3) permeability, and (4) realistic excavation
process. Since permeability was calibrated during the
prediction of the total water inflow to the test tunnel
(particularly after the measured values were disclosed),
attention is now directed to the other three factors. As
shown in Table 8, each Modelling Team considered
these factors in different ways, a fact that may explain
the performance of the various predictions.

The early time water pressure measurements at P4,
when tunnel drilling operations were not directly
affecting the measuring intervals (from the 25th of
September to the 20th of October, 1995), showed a
steady but slow decrease in pressure, especially in later
times (5th of October to 20th of October). Pressure was
fairly stabilized at 0.66MPa, Fig. 15. Subsequent
readings at P4 showed a fast increase in pore water
pressure directly connected with the periods of tunnel
drilling. The periods of drilling inactivity (night shifts,
weekends and an approximate period of 14 h, the 25th of
October 1995, can be identified in Fig. 15) were
immediately reflected in a transient decay in pore water
pressure. Once the tunnel face had gone beyond the P4
interval, a progressive decay of pore water pressure was
monitored.

In general, the Modelling Teams had difficulties in
modelling this part of the benchmark. The Modelling
Teams that provided ‘‘blind’’ predictions (IPS and SKB)
were unable to reproduce the peaks at interval P4. The
predictions made by the Modelling Teams after the
experimental curves were disclosed were generally poor,
with the exception of two good predictions (CNS and
SKI) and a fair prediction (ANG). The patterns of
prediction are now very different from team to team.
These differences are explained by the nature of the
models being used and by the orientation and intensities
of assumed initial stress.

Predictions without a full hydro-mechanical coupling
(ANN, DOE and IPS) are characterised by a mono-
tonous decrease in pore water pressures between the
corresponding initial and final steady states. Since the
full hydro-mechanical coupling is lacking, compressions
(extensions) in the rock mass due to the excavation of
the tunnel do not generate increases (decreases) of pore
water pressure.

Predictions with full hydro-mechanical coupling
(ANG, CNS, JNC, SKB and SKI) were able to predict
non-monotonous pore water pressure evolutions. How-
ever, several distinctive features among these predictions
could be noticed. Some predictions (ANG and a
preliminary prediction by SKI) behave in a way
opposite to observations: predicted pressure decreases
during excavation times and increases during periods of
inactivity. Some predictions (CNS and SKB) had both
pressure increases and decreases during tunnel excava-
tion periods. The model predicts rapid pressure dissipa-
tion and negative values once the tunnel goes beyond
section P4. SKI presents more accurate predictions,
although the selected ‘‘in situ’’ stress field does not
correspond with available information.

The long-term reaction of the pressure measured in
the borehole section P4 shows a steady decrease since
the excavation of the tunnel implies a neighbouring
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Fig. 15. (a, b) Water Pressure Evolution (borehole FEBEX 95.002, interval P4).

Table 8

Consideration of couplings and some key factors by the Modelling

Teams

Team Couplings Dimensa ‘‘In situ’’ stress Excavation

Magn. Orient. (phases)

ANG M2H 3 YES YES 27

ANN M-H 3 YES YES 4

CNS M2H 3 YES NO 5

DOE M-H 3 YES NO 4

IPS M2H 2 YES — —

JNC M2H 3 ? ? 7

SKB M2H 3 YES YES 8

SKI M2H 3 NO NO 12

The abbreviation ‘‘magn.’’ (respectively, ‘‘orient.’’) refers to the

consideration of an initial stress field s0 whose principal stresses have

magnitudes (respectively, orientations) in the range given in the case

definition.
aDimensions of the model; 3: three dimensional model.
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boundary at a given relative humidity (the RH prevail-
ing in the FEBEX tunnel prior to the buffer and heater
installation). Most of the models show this trend
although the rates of water pressure decay may change.

The initial state of rock stress was identified as a key
factor in explaining the observed behaviour. Although
the initial stress field leading to acceptable reproduction
of the water pressure response was quite different from
the initial stresses that could be expected according to
the information available, it is recognized that the
presence of shear zones and lamprophyre inclusions in
the zone surrounding the test area could lead to widely
inhomogeneous stress distributions.

Finally, it is expected that the accuracy of modelling
the tunnel excavation should have a significant influence
on the quality of the corresponding predictions. A key
aspect is here the number of excavation phases. A small
number (4–6) of excavation phases, used by some of the
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teams (Table 8) is probably not a sufficiently accurate
representation of the evolving geometry. The maximum
number of excavation phases (27) was selected by ANG.
6. Discussion—Part A

Widely different models for water inflow were used.
Some teams (ANN, CNS, and SKB) used uncoupled
hydraulic transient models to solve the first part of the
exercise, whereas others (ANG, DOE, SKI) used a
coupled HM modelling. It does not seem that the
mechanical coupling introduces any advantage in this
case. In fact, the reason for some of the better
predictions (such as SKB calculation) may be associated
with previous calibration of the model using other
hydraulic data in the same area. Some models describe
water circulation in the rock by means of discrete
features (tubes and channels such as ANN), equivalent
porous medium for different zones (such as DOE, SKI)
and others combine porous medium and discrete
fractures (ANG, CNS, SKB). Again the overall results
do not show a particular advantage of a given
conceptualisation. Some of the calculations (such as
SKI) provide the proportion of flow rates attributed to
different origins (matrix, fracture zones).

Pore water pressure changes in the vicinity of the
tunnel excavation are a direct consequence of changes in
the volumetric strain of the rock. The pattern of pore
water pressure dissipation is a consequence of the
transition flow towards a new equilibrium, which now
has a modified boundary condition (the tunnel surface)
in the vicinity. Therefore, fully coupled hydro-mechan-
ical analyses are required to try to capture actual
measurements. One-way coupling (hydraulic parameters
updated as the rock mass deforms) is not capable of
reproducing the observed behaviour.

However, the case has demonstrated that even if a
fully HM coupled model is used, the difficulties to
simulate the actual pore pressure of the granitic mass are
very high. It was well established that the volumetric
behaviour of the rock in the vicinity of the tunnel
depends critically on two aspects: the orientation and
the intensity of the initial stress field. ‘‘In situ’’ stresses
show often a large variability. Field determinations at
Grimsel suggest that the major principal stress at the
location of the FEBEX tunnel is horizontal (around
30MPa), whereas the minor principal stress may be
considered vertical and defined by geostatic conditions
(around 10MPa). The intermediate principal stress, also
horizontal, may reach intermediate (around 15MPa)
values, but remains substantially higher than the vertical
stress. It was shown that this particular distribution of
initial stress leads to results which are opposite in trend
to the actual measurements (dilation of the rock, instead
of compression is computed at the P4 locations). In
order to match the actual measurements, changes in the
intensity of the vertical stress and on the direction of
principal horizontal stresses had to be introduced. For
example, SKI decided to choose an initial ‘‘in situ’’
stress field that agreed neither in magnitude nor in
orientation with the corresponding information pro-
vided in the case definition: sv ¼ 22:5MPa, sH ¼

30MPa and sh ¼ 15MPa, with an orientation of the
horizontal minimum stress sh parallel to the tunnel axis.
Moreover, the same initial stress field does not seem to
be valid to reproduce results at P3 and P4. The finite
length of the measuring intervals allows also an easy
connectivity between pervious and impervious zones.

Part B: Thermo-hydro-mechanical analysis of the

buffer behaviour
7. Overview of physical processes in the bentonite barrier

Fig. 16 shows a general scheme of the main hydro-
thermal processes taking place in the buffer. The figure
shows a cross-section of the buffer and the near field. A
heat flow is introduced at the canister–bentonite inter-
face and it is conducted away through the buffer and the
rock towards the outer boundary. The saturated granite
provides the water to progressively saturate the bento-
nite, initially unsaturated. A net inflow of liquid water is
sketched flowing in opposite direction to the heat flow.
Conductive and advective fluxes of heat take place in the
granite. Within the unsaturated bentonite, water exists
in two phases (liquid and vapour) and this leads to
evaporation and condensation phenomena in hot and
cool zones of the buffer as indicated in the figure. Heat
now flows through conductive and advective mechan-
isms in the three phases considered (solid, liquid and
gas). A diffusive vapour flow adds to the advective
liquid term to define the total flow of water within the
barrier. Finally, as a result of changes in water content
(alternatively measured in terms of relative humidity or
suction), the bentonite shrinks or swells and develops,
when wetted, significant swelling stresses which modify
the stress state of buffer and surrounding rock.

Measured data display some characteristic trends
which are a result of the outlined physical processes. A
few variables have been selected to show the buffer
behaviour. Field measurements have been represented in
a number of plots (Figs. 17–22) with the acronym
‘‘UPC’’. Also indicated in the plots are model predic-
tions, which will be discussed later in some detail. The
comments below refer only to the following measured
data:

Heating power (Fig. 17): After switching to automatic
control (aiming at keeping the maximum temperature in
the heaters at 100 1C), the heating power initially
decreases and after about 1 year of operation, it
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Fig. 16. Scheme of thermo-hydraulic processes in the near field [18].
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Fig. 17. Measured and predicted evolution of heating power. Heater 1.
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increases slightly without reaching a steady value during
the first 1000 days of operation.

Relative humidity (Figs. 18–20): Points in the buffer
located near the granite become rapidly saturated,
points near the heater experience an intense desiccation
and points near the centre of the bentonite buffer exhibit
a more complex behaviour, whereby they initially
become wetter reaching a maximum at about the 80
days of operation. Later they rapidly dry and finally
they progressively become hydrated.

Temperature (Fig. 21): Experimental measurements of
temperature along the various radial directions are
similar and steady state distributions are approached
rather quickly.

Total stress (Fig. 22): Rather complex total stress
evolutions have been recorded, with different patterns
even at points located at the same radial distance. A
progressive development of stresses is recorded in the
section shown in Fig. 22. It should be born in mind that
stress measurements are subjected to difficulties due in
part to the blocky nature of the bentonite buffer.
8. Modelling approaches for Part B

Each Modelling Team used a particular model whose
parameters were determined on the basis of the
information provided with the case definition, references
found in the literature and its own modelling experience.
Main features of different models are given in Table 9. A
few relevant physical phenomena have been isolated to
prepare this table. The first column describes the main
couplings considered. A fully coupled thermo-hydro-
mechanical approach built in the calculation procedure
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Fig. 18. (a) Variation of relative humidity with radial distance in Section E1 for t ¼ 1000 days; (b) Variation of relative humidity with radial distance

in Section H for t ¼ 1000 days.
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is indicated as ‘‘THM’’. Two of the Modelling Teams
did not introduce mechanical effects (TH). Finally, two
teams used two separate programs (thermo-hydraulic
and hydro-mechanic, respectively), which were linked in
the sense indicated: mechanical effects were derived as a
result of thermal and hydraulic changes. The reverse
effect was not introduced in those cases.

Gas flow was considered by one team. All of them
modelled liquid flow and permeability was made
saturation dependent. Vapour flow and phase change
(liq2gas) was considered by a subset of teams. Heat
conduction was also a common feature of all models
and the thermal conductivity in the buffer was in some
cases made dependent on the bentonite degree of
saturation.

Model calibrations varied very significantly among
participating teams. The best approaches involved the
backanalysis of some of the suction controlled tests
made on bentonite behaviour.
9. Comparison of field data with model calculations for

Part B

Fig. 17 shows the evolution of measured input
electrical power on heater 1 and the set of predictions.
Most of calculations reproduce the progressive decrease
of required power but only in one case (SKB) the
reverse trend experienced after some time is well
reproduced.

The variation of relative humidity with radial distance
in Section E1 is shown, in Fig. 18a, for t ¼ 1000 days.
Measured data of four radial directions (two vertical,
two horizontal) are lumped together in the figure. The
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Fig. 19. Measured and predicted variation of RH at three radial points in Section E1 (H: heater; C: center; G: granite).
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measured data does not show a clear preferential
direction of hydration. The test response seems to have
a cylindrical symmetry. This is an interesting observa-
tion since a lamprophyre dyke, which provided a non-
uniform inflow of water into the tunnel, crossed Section
E1. Some of the predictions capture well the distribution
of Relative Humidity. Others have difficulties to handle
the change of phase of water at the hot areas and
predictions are far from reality. In one case (SKI) the
3D analysis performed leads to small variations of
relative humidity with the different radial orientations, a
result that is partially supported by the experimental
evidence.

A similar plot is given in Fig. 18b for Section H,
centered between the two heaters and, therefore,
not directly affected by the heat released by them.
This section is obviously wetter. Predictions require
now a 2D axisymmetric (or 3D) geometry. Two of
the models predict quite accurately the experimental
data.

Evolution plots of relative humidity at some selected
points (H, C and G) are given in Figs. 19 (Section E1)
and 20 (Section H). Measurements exhibit a very
distinctive pattern. The point close to the granite (G)
becomes rapidly saturated. The point in the bentonite
close to the heater (H) experiences an intense desicca-
tion. The initial RH decreases to values as low as 10%
(this is equivalent to a very high suction: more than
300MPa) 200–300days after the beginning of heating.
Later, the humidity increases at a slow, progressive rate.
The point in the center (C) displays a more complex
behavior: it becomes initially wetter, reaches a peak
value of RH, but partially dries immediately afterwards.
These transient phenomena take place during the first 80
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Fig. 20. Measured and predicted variation of RH at three radial points in Section H (H: heater; C: center; G: granite).
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Fig. 22. Measured and predicted variation of RH at three points in Section E2 (H: heater; C: center; G1 and G2: granite).

Table 9

Main features of the models used for Part B

Team Couplings Deform. Wat. flow Vap. flow Liq 2 gas Gas flow Heat flow

ANG — — — — — — —

BGR TH-HM* � � �
CNS THM � � � � �
DOE TH-TM � � � � �
IPS THM � � �
JNC TH � � � �
SKB THM � � � � �
SKI THM � � � � �
STU TH � � � �

In the BGR model, M* indicates that the mechanical part reduces to consider a dependency on the swelling pressure.
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days of heating. Later, a progressive hydration is
recorded. Some of the model results reproduced in
Fig. 19 capture correctly this phenomenon. The
difficulties found by others are associated with incom-
plete formulations of the phase change of water and the
transportation of water vapour. One thousand days
after the beginning of heating the barrier is still far from
saturation.
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A more complex initial transient is measured at the
inner point in Section H (Fig. 20). The central and outer
points exhibit a progressive hydration from the early
stages. One of the model predictions in Fig. 20 (SKI) is
remarkably accurate.

Only one figure regarding temperature distribution
across the barrier is included here (Fig. 21). At the
particular location shown (Section D1 at the edge of
Heater 1), temperature decreases from a value above
80 1C at the heater to 30–35 1C at the granite contact.
The lower value (30 1C) corresponds to 90 days of
heating and the upper one (35 1C) to 1000 days of
heating. All the predictions follow the measured decay
with reasonable accuracy. However, when comparing
extreme predictions for a common time (1000 days) a
maximum difference of 27 1C is found.

Measured radial stresses are given in Fig. 22a, b. Two
of the selected measurement cells (G1 and G2) are at
the contact between the bentonite blocks and the
granite wall. The third one (H1) is closer to the heater.
The outer cells develop consistently stronger radial
stresses than the inner one during the considered time
span. Stress build-up is faster in one of the G cells
but the recorded radial stress in both cells is similar
and close to 3.5MPa at the end of the measuring period.
The inner cell, however, shows a slower and steady
development of the confining stress. The recorded value
at the end of the period has not reached 1MPa. It is
clear that the buffer is still far from reaching the full
swelling potential of the bentonite (about 6MPa). One
of the modelers (SKB in Fig. 22b) made a very good
prediction although the predicted rate of increase
of stress at the end of the period is slower than the
actual value. Some models (IPS, DOE, SKI) predict a
similar stress development in the inner and outer
positions considered. Most of them underpredict, to a
different degree, the actual measurements, especially at
later times.
10. Discussion—Part B

The heating power is a global variable of the barrier
performance dominated by the heat conductivity of
buffer and rock. The initial strong drying of the inner
part of the bentonite leads to a reduction of the heat
conduction coefficient and, therefore, a reduction in
power is required to maintain a constant temperature at
the heater–buffer contact. As the buffer becomes
progressively saturated in the mid and long term, the
average heat conductivity of the bentonite increases and
the required heating power should increase. Models
which do not include a dependence of lT on Sr cannot
reproduce this effect. Surprisingly, only one of
the predictions (SKB) matched correctly the actual
behaviour.
The distribution and evolution of relative humidity
offers a very good image of relevant thermal and
hydraulic phenomena taking place in the barrier. Early
stages of heating are dominated by phase changes in the
inner part of the buffer. Evaporation close to the heater
and condensation of the outwardly migrating vapour
flow explain the observed changes in relative humidity.
Models which do not include vapour generation
and flow (BGR, IPS, JNC) cannot reproduce the
measurements.

One of the relevant features of the measurements is
the transient drying–wetting–drying and final wetting of
points located in the inner rings of the buffer. This
behavior is explained by the role of water vapour and
phase changes in water transfer inside the barrier. Water
evaporates in areas of the bentonite close to the heater.
Hot vapour at high concentration migrates outward and
becomes eventually cooler thus leading to condensation.
This explains the peak observed in RH. This is an
expanding process. As the temperature increases inside
the barrier, this phenomenon moves in a radial direction
and the inner points of the barrier become drier again.
At higher times the water inflow (in liquid phase) from
the outer zones eventually dominates the barrier
hydration. Models that include a correct TH coupling,
as outlined above, are capable of reproducing the
observed behaviour. This is specially the case for some
predictions affecting cross-section through the center of
heaters. The recorded behaviour of some points in the
central section is more complex and it was not
reproduced accurately by any model. Preferential
vapour flow paths along open joints, which may have
played a role in this case, were not considered in any of
the models used.

Relative humidity changes are weakly related to
stress changes, provided the changes in void ratio
(or joint openings among bentonite blocks) are not
significant. It is expected that the joints in the inner
part of the buffer remain open during the simulation
period considered in the analysis. Joints of the outer
buffer will certainly close and this change may affect, to
a certain extent, the convective flow of water. However,
in global terms, the porosity of the buffer remains
constant due to the rigid confinement offered by the
rigid granite. Therefore, changes in intrinsic permeabil-
ity coefficients, induced by stress variations, are
expected to be low. Accordingly, the correct prediction
of relative humidity changes does not require a
mechanical coupling. This is the case of STU which is
able to reproduce in a satisfactory manner relative
humidity changes in the buffer.

Another issue refers to the dimensionality of the
problem. One-dimensional coupled modelling (IPS) is
capable of making good predictions in cross-sections
centered in the heaters. Axial symmetry is a good
simplification in this case. Obviously, the central section
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Fig. 23. Auxiliary instrumentation boreholes around FEBEX test

section.
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of the test requires 2D or 3D analysis. The effect of
discrete conducting features of the rock (shear zones,
lamprophyre–granite contacts) on buffer hydration
was, according to measurements of RH distri-
butions along different axis of a given cross-section,
of minor relevance. It is concluded that the low
permeability of the saturated bentonite, (1� 10�21m2)
compared with the granite matrix permeability
(5� 10�19m2), leads to a fairly homogeneous hydration
of the barrier. In other words, bentonite permea-
bility controls its own rate of hydration and the
rock matrix is capable of providing all the required
flow of water. One of the 3D analyses (SKI) included
in a simplified manner the actual position of the
conductive rock features. The results obtained indicated
a minor effect of the concentrated water inflows.
Therefore, 2D axisymmetric models provide good
results in this case.

Temperature distributions and evolutions offer lim-
ited information to discriminate the physical phenom-
ena taking place in the buffer. Somewhat unexpectedly,
temperature predictions varied significantly among
modelling teams. The actual recorded values tend to
remain at the average of all calculations.

Stress predictions require fully coupled THM
models. Recorded radial stresses display the develop-
ment of the swelling potential of the bentonite as
it becomes wetter. However, the inner zones experience
a strong drying which induces the shrinkage of
blocks and favours the concentration of stresses at
some contacts. Radial stresses recorded in the outer
part of the buffer have shown a continuous increase
during the observation period and their value is in
excess of 3MPa at the end of the first 1000 days of
testing. However, the cell located in the inner part of
the buffer remained essentially unloaded during
the same period. Some models reproduce this trend
(SKB, CNS, DOE) whereas others (SKI, IPS) predict
a rather homogeneous development of stresses within
the buffer.

In general, models indicate a faster initial stress
increase than the actually recorded evolutions, probably
due to joint closure. At later dates, however, measured
stresses maintain a constant rate of increase, unlike most
models, which show a decreasing rate of increase. Model
behaviour is a typical one for stress development
associated with an underlying swelling mechanism
induced by transient flow. The kinetics of swelling stress
development in the bentonite is probably a more
complex phenomenon.

Despite all the difficulties mentioned, some of the
fully coupled 2D and 3D analyses, and notably those
presented by SKI and SKB, have achieved a good
overall representation of the buffer response against the
combined action of internal heating and external
wetting.
Part C: Thermo-hydro-mechanical analysis of the rock

11. Features of the experimental data

Several instruments were located, at increasing depth,
in the 19 auxiliary boreholes, perforated in radial
directions from the FEBEX tunnel (Fig. 1). An enlarged
view of the borings is given in Fig. 23. The length of
these radial boreholes does not exceed 15m. Typically,
readings are available in three or four positions: close to
the tunnel wall (say at 1–3m distance from the origin of
the boring, one or two intermediate distances and a
distant position (13–14m deep). The Cartesian co-
ordinate system shown in Fig. 23 was used to orientate
and locate the measuring devices.

Data is available on the following variables: tempera-
ture, water pressure in rock, water pressure in packers,
stress state and radial displacements.

Water pressure was measured in some boring intervals
(a few meters long) separated by packers. The rubber
packers were also filled with water and their pressure
was maintained and measured externally. Water pres-
sure gauges are located in the measuring area of the
FEBEX tunnel. They are connected with the measuring
intervals by means of steel tubing.

Three normal components of stress are measured by
means of total pressure cells. Four sets of 3 cells were
prepared and grouted ‘‘in situ’’ in boreholes SG1 and
SG2. Each cell had five sensors oriented in different
directions and fixed on a common support 2m long.
Each one of the sensors was a circular steel flat cell. An
interpretation of the five readings provides the normal
stress components in three directions: radial (with
respect to the tunnel axis) (sr), axial (along the direction
of tunnel axis) (sx) and circumferential (sy). Once the
sets were in position the borehole was filled with a
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slightly expansive mortar. Once the mortar was cured,
cells were pressurized against the mass of surrounding
mortar to guarantee a good initial contact. This
procedure provides increments of stress over the stress
state prevailing at the moment of cell installation. It will
record therefore stress increments due to temperature
effects, modification of pore water pressures and
swelling of the bentonite.

Radial displacements were measured by means of
borehole extensometers installed in borings SI1 and SI2.
They were located close to the position of the stress cells.
Each extensometer consists of graphite rods with
independent anchoring points located at a depth of
1.0, 3.0 and 7.0m into the borehole.

Plots showing the measured evolutions of temperature,
pore water pressure, total stress and radial displacements
are given in Figs. 24–28 (‘‘UPC’’ acronym).

Temperature (Fig. 24) exhibits a monotonously
increasing pattern. Temperature increases faster during
the first two months after which they slowly approach
asymptotic values.

Measured pore water pressures near the tunnel wall
increase slowly in a monotonous way from a value close
to 0.5MPa to a value around 0.7MPa. No marked
transients in pore water pressures were observed
(Fig. 25). It is interesting at this point to observe the
data of the packer pressures. The evolution of water
pressure in the first packer located in borehole SF21 at a
radial distance of 1.86m is shown in Fig. 26. The
initially recorded water pressure is related to the
pressure applied to the packer to seal the borehole.
Afterwards, the circuit is closed to maintain constant
volume conditions. The substantial increase in pressure
observed in Fig. 26 (maximum values close to 5MPa are
recorded) is most probably due to the temperature-
induced dilation of the water inside the packer system.
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Fig. 24. Measured evolutions of pressures at borehole SF21. Water pressure a

inflation pressure of the packer closest to the tunnel (centre at r ¼ 1:86m).
Presumably, the deformation of the packer and measur-
ing system and/or minor leaks led to a progressive decay
afterwards. The relevant point is that this type of
behaviour was not observed in the water pressure
measuring intervals in direct connection with the
granitic rock. Apparently, excess pore water pressures
dissipate immediately after they are induced. In addi-
tion, recorded water pressures are average values over
the measuring interval. This effect contributes also to
reduce the excess pore water pressures. The different
conditions of the packer system (a ‘‘high’’ porosity and a
rigid confinement) explain the completely different
behaviour recorded.

The evolutions of all the three measured total stress
components (Fig. 27) are characterised by an initial fast
increase until a peak is reached at about 100 days,
followed by a slow and slight decrease and an even slower
increase, without, however, approaching any asymptotic
value during the period of 1000 days. Measured total
stresses decrease significantly with the distance.

Measured maximum radial displacements were in the
range of about 100 microns (Fig. 28). Their evolutions
exhibit an initial fast increase followed by a very small
subsequent increase. The magnitude of these displace-
ments and their evolutions cast doubts on their accuracy.
12. Comparison of field data with model calculations for

Part C

The model developed for Part B was used for Part C
by most of Modelling Teams. A summary of the
modelling approaches is given in Table 10. The inclusion
of thermal dilation properties of rock and water is now
necessary to tackle Part C. A full THM coupling is also
needed to make meaningful predictions.
600 800 1000

(day)
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t the packed off interval closest to the tunnel (centre at r ¼ 3:03m) and
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borehole SF 21 at radial distances of 3.03 and 13.6m, respectively.
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Measured and computed evolutions of temperature in
Boring SF 21, at a radial distance of 1.20m are shown in
Fig. 24. Most predictions are quite accurate. Two of
them, however, depart in a significant way. Prediction
of temperature depends essentially on a correct estima-
tion of thermal conduction coefficients and boundary
conditions.

Water pressures are represented in Fig. 25a and b.
Both figures show evolutions of water pressures
recorded in Borehole SF 21 at radial distances of 3m
(Fig. 25a) and 13.6m (Fig. 25b). These radial distances
locate the centre point of the measuring intervals, which
have lengths of 2.34 and 2.82m, respectively.

Some of the predictions made are very good and
reproduce the absolute measured values and the
increasing trend with time (IPS, DOE, and SKI).
Measured water pressures are stable and close to
1MPa at the more distant point (Fig. 25b).

Recorded normal stresses in borehole SG2 (sx, sy, sr),
are reproduced, together with predictions of several
teams in Fig. 27a–c. Measuring cells were located at
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Fig. 27. Evolution of normal stresses (sx , sy, sr), recorded in boring SG2 and predictions of four research teams.
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radial distances of 2.59, 2.97 and 3.25m, respectively.
Recorded values at a larger radial distance
(r ¼ 7.10–7.80m), not shown here, were significantly
lower. Interestingly, a peak is recorded at early stages in
all the three stress components, followed by a transient
decay and a progressive increase at later dates. The stress
cells measure total stress and the observed behavior is
consistent with the expected change in pore water
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Table 10

Modelling approaches used for Part C

Team Couplings Heat

flow

Rock th.

dil.

Wat.

th. dil.

Wat.

flow

ANG — — — — —

BGR TH-(TM,

TH)

� � �

CNS THM � � � �
DOE TH-TM � � � �
IPS THM � � � �
JNC TH � � �
SKB THM � � � �
SKI THM � � � �
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pressures, explained before. The stress predictions shown
in the figures do not reproduce the measured transient,
however. Some of the calculated values (especially for
SKI) are quite close to actual absolute values.

Radial displacements measured in one of the extens-
ometer rods installed are shown in Fig. 28. The
extensometers measure the relative motion of the
anchoring point with respect to the tunnel wall. The
data in Fig. 28 refers to a 4m long bar. Measured
displacements (away from the tunnel wall) are very
small, in the order of 0.1mm. They increase rapidly at
early stages due to the stressing and dilation of the rock
and remain essentially constant for the rest of the
measuring period (despite the increasing swelling
pressure). Some of the predictions are quite accurate
(IPS, SKI). Some uncertainties remain, however, be-
cause the measured values are close to the precision of
the measuring system.
13. Discussion—Part C

Temperature distributions are well reproduced in
general terms. In fact, some of the calculations are very
precise, unlike the case of temperature prediction for the
buffer. In the case of the (saturated) rock heat flow is
essentially controlled by constant parameters: the
granite heat conduction and heat capacity coefficients.
Convective heat transport is very small because of the
negligible flow rate towards the bentonite. In the
bentonite buffer, besides the effect of degree of
saturation on conductivity and specific heat, other
phenomena are at play: the heat transport associated
with convective and diffusive flows of liquid water and
vapour. This situation may explain the different
performance of models in both cases.

Rock water pressures development integrates several
separate phenomena: the modification of the hydro-
geological regime in the vicinity of the tunnel due to the
presence of the barrier, temperature effects and the
influence of the suction of the bentonite.

Due to the different dilation properties of the pore
water and the rock skeleton, a transient increase in
temperature in a saturated porous medium induces a
transient increase in pore water pressure. The magnitude
of the increment of pore water pressure increases with
the rate of temperature increase, the porosity and the
rock stiffness. The rate of dissipation of the excess of
pore water pressure increases with the rock permeabil-
ity. As no clear transients of pore water pressure were
recorded, this indicates comparatively high values of the
rock permeability in the measuring zones. This view is
supported by the observed evolution of the pressure of
the water used to inflate the packers dividing the
instrumented boreholes into intervals, exhibiting essen-
tially an undrained behaviour.

Some of the phenomena controlling the evolution of
pore water pressures in the rock go in opposite
directions. For instance, if temperature-induced pore
water pressure development is a dominant phenomenon,
points closer to the experiment axis should be expected
to develop higher pore water pressures than points
deeper in the rock, because the former will experience a
larger temperature increase. On the other hand, if the
natural gradient-induced flow dominates, points located
at increasing radial distances will tend to show higher
pore water pressures. Bentonite suction will tend to
enhance this second effect and may even induce negative
pore pressures in the granite under certain circum-
stances. In fact, the interaction between granite and
buffer in the proximity of the interface is not a
straightforward phenomenon. Important qualitative
differences in behaviour may be explained by relatively
minor changes of the bentonite and granite constitutive
parameters. A sensitivity analysis of the behaviour of
this interface is given in [19].

The measured pressure response at r ¼ 13:06m in
boring SF21 (Fig. 26) is unfortunately not conclusive
because of the abnormal fall of pressure recorded during
a relatively long period (t ¼ 80–480 days). Some
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Table 11

Evolutions of increments of mean effective stress Dp0, octahedral shear

stress Dtoct and maximum shear stress Dtmax in Borehole SG2 at r �

3:0m

Time (day) Dp0 (MPa) Dtoct (MPa) Dtmax (MPa)

0 0.00 0.00 0.00

100 2.56 0.82 1.00

300 1.96 0.37 0.40

700 2.26 0.53 0.65

1000 2.80 0.53 0.65
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transient increases recorded during this period and the
readings during the second half of the considered period
tend to show that the actual water pressure in the rock
at the sensor position increases steadily from an initial
value of 0.75MPa to final values close to 0.9MPa. This
is a pressure higher than the recorded value at r ¼

3:03m (0.3–0.7MPa). No transient changes of pressure
were recorded in this transducer, which is close to the
bentonite–rock interface. This data is interpreted as an
indication that the distribution of pore water pressure in
the rock is mainly controlled by a pure radial flow
induced by hydraulic gradients. No indication of
negative (or, indeed, a transient decrease in pore
pressure) was detected in the granite. The interpretation
is that the suction of the bentonite had in this case a
negligible effect. This is also a consequence of the
relatively high value of the granite matrix permeability
and the small flow rates required to progressively
hydrate the bentonite.

Some results favour this interpretation (SKI, JNC and
SKB—although it calculated some initial negative
values of water pressure in the proximity of the
bentonite interface-). In an extreme position is the case
of ANG, who predicted very dominant suction-induced
effects. In general, none of the modelling teams
predicted temperature-related water pressure effects, a
fact which is explained by the rock permeability, already
calibrated during the first part of the benchmark
exercise.

The recorded total stresses have two components:
effective stress and water pressure. Measured stresses
correspond to changes experienced after cell installation,
once the FEBEX tunnel was excavated. They measured
total stress increments induced by temperature
changes and, to a lesser extent, by the swelling of the
bentonite. The most distinctive feature of the stress
records is the peak values recorded in all three values
of stress (sr, sy, sx) measured in borehole SG2 at an
early stage (100 days). The fact that the stresses
decreased later in the period t ¼ 100 days to t ¼ 400
days, to increase slowly at increasing times, suggests that
the stress cells measured a transient change in pore
water pressure induced by the increase in temperature.
The subsequent reduction of total stress reflects the
dissipation of excess pore water pressure. This beha-
viour also indicates that the system used to measure
pore water pressures (isolated stretches of boreholes by
means of packers) is not suitable to record point values.
The measured pressure in a borehole interval is the
average of ‘‘point’’ pressures along the measuring
interval. In addition, any highly conductive feature
crossing a measuring borehole interval would reduce
fast any temperature-induced increase in pressure. On
the other hand, the stress cells tend to provide point
measurements and they are better suited to detect local
changes.
None of the models predicted the recorded peak of
total stress. This is, of course, consistent with the
calculated pore water pressures, discussed previously.
Some of the teams (CNS, ANG, and DOE) over-
estimated the measured stresses. Others (SKI, SKB, and
BGR) reported values closer to actual data (2–4MPa at
early times and 3–4MPa at the end of the measuring
period).

An approximate calculation of the evolution of
effective mean stress and the octahedral shear stress in
borehole ‘‘SG’’ at a radial distance r ¼ 3m has been
made on the basis of field observations. Pore pressures
were approximated by data collected in neighbouring
boreholes. It was also assumed that normal stresses on
the three normal planes are principal stresses. The
results are given in Table 11.

At a radial distance of 3m, the increments of mean
effective stress dominate. Incremental shear stresses tend
to be a fraction of the incremental mean stresses. The
maximum difference of effective mean stresses is slightly
higher, as shown also in the same table. Given the
expected strength properties of the granite, the effective
stress path corresponding to these values separates from
the failure envelope. It is also interesting to note that the
worst condition (in terms of proximity to a failure
envelope) is met when octahedral stresses reach a peak
(at t ¼ 100 days approximately). At later times, mean
effective stresses dominate.

Measured displacements are a consequence of the
temperature increase, which controls also the changes in
effective stress. In view of the high granite stiffness the
recorded displacements between an anchored point
within the boring SI-1 at a radial distance of 8.03m
and the tunnel wall is very small (0.1mm) and close to
the precision of the measuring system. Most of the
teams overestimated this value but SKI reported a very
good prediction.

The experience gained in the simulation of rock
behaviour for part C of the benchmark, indicates that
some simplifications lead to good results. The rock
permeability may be assumed to be homogeneous. In
fact, due to the comparatively high rock permeability,
the characteristic time of heating was larger than the
characteristic time of relaxation of pore water pressure.
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Consequently, the heterogeneous nature of the rock
hydraulic conductivity features may be disregarded. It
was also recognized a negligible mechanical influence of
the bentonite buffer. Stress increments due to the
swelling of the bentonite buffer are small when
compared to the stress increments due to the heating
action of the buffer on the rock. On the other hand, due
to the relatively high stiffness of the host rock, the
induced displacements are relatively small. Therefore,
for most practical purposes, a simplified constitutive
model could be used for the bentonite and, in particular,
for its swelling behaviour.
14. Conclusions

The FEBEX test is one of the few large-scale tests
available to gain an integrated perspective of the
behaviour of current concepts for nuclear waste disposal
in crystalline rock. The comprehensive instrumentation
installed in the rock and in the compacted bentonite
buffer has yielded vast amounts of data over the past 6
years. Part of this data, the data corresponding to the
first 3 years of heating, has been used to conduct a
Benchmark exercise to evaluate the capabilities of a
number of finite element codes developed to handle
coupled problems in geological and porous media. This
paper provides an account of the main results achieved
during the performance of the exercise. Some selection
of the large amount of results has been unavoidable. A
description of the hypotheses and specific features of the
different codes participating is also outside the scope of
this paper. However, a few companion papers provide a
detailed insight into some of the models and computer
tools participating in the Benchmark.

For the purposes of the organization of the exercise
into specific tasks the Benchmark was divided into three
main parts: A: Rock behaviour during the excavation of
the FEBEX tunnel; B: Buffer behaviour and C: Rock
behaviour during the heating and (partial) hydration of
the buffer. This distribution has been maintained in the
paper.

A discussion for each of the mentioned parts has been
given before. Only a few concluding points will be added
here:

The best predictions of the water inflow into the
excavated tunnel are found when the hydro-geological
model is properly calibrated on the basis of other known
flow measurements in the same area. The particular
idealization of the rock mass (equivalent porous media,
discrete fractures) plays a secondary role.

The development and dissipation of excess pore water
pressures in the vicinity of the advancing tunnel (at the
time of the FEBEX tunnel excavation) was a clear
example of hydro-mechanical interaction. It was con-
cluded that the development of pore pressures was
controlled by the initial stress field state, by the rate of
excavation and by the permeability and drainage
properties of the granite. However, the available
information on the intensity and direction of principal
stresses in the area was found inconsistent with the
actual measurements. The problem posed by this
discrepancy was essentially unsettled since a precise
determination of the initial stress state in the vicinity of
the FEBEX tunnel was not available.

Predicting the behaviour of the buffer under the
combined heating and wetting actions requires a fully
coupled THM formulation, which incorporates all the
necessary physical processes controlling the bentonite
behaviour. Only a partial set of codes could offer the
required features. Particularly relevant to predict the
early stages of heating was the inclusion of phase
changes of water and of water vapour transport. Codes
incorporating these features were capable of making
good predictions. It should be added that the FEBEX
‘‘in situ’’ test benefits from a comprehensive experi-
mental information on compacted bentonite properties
derived from a large variety of laboratory tests on
samples and on small-scale hydration and heating cells.

It has been shown that the hydration of the bentonite
buffer was essentially independent of the heterogeneous
nature of the rock hydraulic conductivity features. This
is explained by the fact that the rock matrix permeability
is higher than the saturated bentonite permeability.
Some 3D analyses performed, where the heterogeneous
permeability features of the rock have been included,
tend to support also this conclusion.

The heating of the rock resulted in a significant
increase in rock stresses in the vicinity of the FEBEX
tunnel. Water pressures remained however essentially
unchanged. The relatively high rock permeability
explains the absence of significant pore water pressure
transients as a result of the rate of imposed temperature
change. Only one of the participating modelling teams
was capable of achieving a consistent prediction of all
the measured variables in the rock: temperature, water
pressures, rock stresses and radial displacements.
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